1. Welcome - Chair Hengerer requests a motion to begin, the motion is granted, seconded and the meeting begins.
   a. Welcome to Guests - Chair Hengerer introduces invited guests for today's meeting.

2. Housekeeping
   a. Approval of the Minutes - Chair Hengerer requests a motion to approve the minutes from March 10, the motion is granted seconded and the motion is approved.
   b. Additions to Agenda
   c. Alternates - Chair Hengerer introduces the alternate representatives sitting in for SSC members.

3. Executive Committee Update
   a. Elections - vice chair Ettorre informs the SSC members of the upcoming timeline for elections. Please keep informed and share out messages that will be coming through via email and social media. Information regarding candidates is due on April 8.
   b. A Town Hall with President Hamilton will be held on Thursday, March 31 during the meeting time 4:00-5:30 pm). All SSC members are expected to attend.
   c. Senator Thomas informs the SSC that the vote regarding the bylaws and updating/eliminating the chief of staff position is not valid. A discussion is held around the expectations and processes laid out in the bylaws around voting on presented material.

4. Updates from SSC/UCSL Committees
   a. Ezechi notes that she is sending out an email/sharing documents that require responses.
   b. ..committee around tech
   c. Senate faculty committee - receiving and reviewing site ambassador applications.
   d. Affordability at NYU - Vice Chair Dacey Ariani details the website included in the campus wide email regarding affordability. She suggests SSC members participate in the community idea site.
   e. Chair Hengerer makes an announcement regarding a film screening. He will send a follow up email.
   f. NYU birthday celebration on April 18th-22nd!
   g.

5. Updates from University Senate Committees
   a. Academic Affairs, Jaswinder Pal Singh Ahuwalia - will be meeting on the 31st.
   c. Judicial Board - no updates.
   d. Organization and Governance, Michael Hengerer - currently focusing on representation of dentistry, nursing, and global public health.
   e. Public Affairs, Parrece Forrest - no updates.
f. Other Committees
   i. Ad hoc committee on diversity and inclusion - reviewing the bbc list of demands. The subcommittees are meeting regularly and reviewing student programming, and making recommendations based on that data. Will have a progress report soon. Aiming to have a formal recommendation proposed by the April 28 meeting.
   ii. Funding for Global Clubs and Global Event: movie screening on the 26th - will send the details to Senator Thomas to share out.

6. Presentation on 181 Mercer - representatives from KieranTimberlake report out on current progress with the 181 Mercer site. They update the SSC on the project schedule and the current updates to housing concept.
   a. Working within two design phases, pre-design and design. Currently in the design development phase, projected to finish contract documents around October 2017.
   b. They detail goals developed in conjunction with the university working group.
   c. The core campus plan is presented. Current mockups are explained.
   d. The residential college is addressed. The student residential building will be broken into 3 residential colleges. The floor plans for singles, doubles, and triple suites for student housing are shared. Concerns regarding limiting beds are addressed. Questions regarding public university space and private residential space are raised. The plans for elevators, egress stairs and communication stairs are shared out. Concerns regarding elevator and stair access are raised. Accessibility for students with disabilities is discussed. Questions regarding natural light and kitchens are addressed.

7. Old Business
   a. Resolution on Inclusion of the Global Network, Senator Kho - regarding the poll, chair Hengerer informs the SSC that the 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm meeting time. Senator Kho details the current student governance and representation of the global sites, degree granting campuses, and at NYU New York. He introduces the resolution of the SSC reaffirming its commitment to Representing the global network (see handout). A brief discussion is held. Senator Thomas requests a motion to vote on the resolution, the motion is granted, seconded and the motion passed unanimously.
   b. Resolution on Support for Syrian Students and Scholars, Senator Wee - Senator Wee details the resolution (see handout). He makes note that the faculty senate committee is working on something similar. A discussion is held around the resolution. Notes are given regarding the phrase "spaces" and clarification of the phrase. Concerns regarding NYU responsibility for resettlement/immigration sponsorship are raised. The current process is clarified. Senator wee moves to amend the language to reflect a timeline of the end of the fall 2016 semester, the motion is granted seconded and approved with one abstention. Senator wee requests a motion to pass the resolution, the resolution passed unanimously. senator at large Silverman introduces a fundraising initiative for refugees.
   c. Senator at-Large Constituency Projects - vice chair Sakai-Kawada requests that the current senators at large update the SSC on details regarding their upcoming constituency projects. Senator at large Mba-Kalu updates the SSC on upcoming international student programming. Chair Hengerer updates the SSC on Keshet initiatives including queer Seders. Senator at large Shivery updates the SSC on affordability.
Senator at large Silverman reports out dates of the upcoming graduate student reception. She also invites grads to a happy hour this Friday.

8. New Business
   a. Labor Issues in Abu Dhabi - chair Hengerer notes that he will be sending the update via email.
   b. Motions from the Floor - no motions are raised from the floor.

9. Save the Dates
   a. Next University Senate Meeting
      i. Thursday, March 31st, 9:00 to 11:00 AM
   b. Next Town Hall with President Hamilton
      i. Thursday, March 31st, 4:00 to 5:30 PM
   c. Next Student Senators Council Meeting
      i. Thursday, April 7th, 4:00 to 5:30 PM
   d. Next Student Government Meeting
      i. Thursday, April 7th, 5:30 to 7:00 PM